SUSE Linux Enterprise Server Administration (Course 3112): CLA, LPIC - 1 & Linux+
Synopsis
SUSE LINUX ENTERPRISE SERVER ADMINISTRATION, SECOND EDITION is geared towards readers who are interested in administering, using, or developing programs for the Linux operating system. Readers are introduced to SUSE Linux Enterprise Server (SLES) 11 operating system and learn to administer Linux in a network administration environment. Hands-on labs and numerous practical examples will guide learners in the management of users, groups, software, hardware, file systems, and the X Windows System using various commands as well as the graphical YaST utility. Review Questions and Discovery Exercises at the end of each chapter help users prepare for three Linux certification exams: Novell Certified Linux Administrator, Linux Professional Institute LPIC-1, and CompTIA Linux+ (Powered by LPI).
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Customer Reviews
This is a fairly comprehensive guide to learning the basics of SUSE Linux. It does assume you've already established a base knowledge of Linux commands. The end of chapter reviews and labs are some of the better parts of this book. The included CD has a digital copy of the book and all of its lab content, although not sequentially placed as in the physical book. If you have a basic understanding of most Linux distros you'll be able to learn easily the nuances of SUSE.

Well, it was for school, so it's not like I'll actually love it. But it did come in good condition.
Many of the exercises do no come up as in the book and that is quite frustrating. The installation disks failed at the beginning, I had to download the VM from a website

Great book. Very well written. If you want to learn Linux and you are a book person buy a copy.

Great material, very dry making it difficult to read without getting bored

Good as advertised and good price point
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